
Active versus Passive Investment Management 

Introduction 

Active investment managers try to buy underpriced securities (stocks or bonds) and sell 
overpriced securities. Timing the market involves selling when the overall market is over-valued 
and buying when the overall market is under-valued. 

In contrast, passive investment management involves buying and holding a collection of 
securities that meet some broad definition. Examples of passive investment stock portfolios 
include: 

S&P500 
S&P400 
S&P600 

Approximately the 500 largest (by market value) U.S. firms 
Approximately the next 400 largest (by market value) U.S. firms 
Approximately the next 600 largest (by market value) U.S. firms 

Large cap firms are firms with large market values or large capitalizations. The three indexes 
above are a large cap, mid-cap, and small cap index respectively. A passive investment manager 
who invests in the S&P500 would effectively invest about 4% of the total amount in Apple, 2.2% 
in Microsoft, 2.0% in Exxon, and so on as smaller companies receive fewer investment dollars. 
This is called "value weighting". Index funds exist for U.S. stocks, remainder-of-world stocks, 
and for many bond indexes. 

Conceptual Comparison 

Passive investment management has several advantages over active investment 
management that seem to be generally accepted. These advantages include: 

Lower investment fees: Passive management does not require the services of analysts to 
identify mis-priced securities. Also, passive management requires much less trading 
activity. These two factors allow for lower investment fees. A low-cost stock index fund 
might have fees of 0.05% of the amount invested or 5 basis points. In comparison, active 
management may generate fees of 100 basis points or more. 

Clear understanding of the investment risk profile: Funds following large cap indexes 
tend to have lower volatility and lower average returns than funds mimicking small-cap 
indexes. International index funds might be somewhat riskier than comparable American 
index funds. However, the risks present with index funds is clearly defined. With an 
actively managed fund, managers tend to invest where they see the best opportunities. 
This might lead to investing heavily in the financial sector for a while and then moving 
investment funds to energy or health care. The investor has little control over his/her risk 
exposure. 



Passive management is completely transparent: There is little room for investment 
manager discretion with passive management. The passing of favors to brokers or 
investment managers or other finance sector intermediaries can be kept to a minimum. 

Those in favor of active management have one big argument to make. If active managers can 
successfully identify and buy undervalued securities and identify and sell over-valued securities, 
they can create sufficient profits to compensate for the advantages of passive management. This 
then becomes an issue of looking at the data. Does the data indicate that active managers can 
outperform passive managers and by a large enough margin to offset the lack of transparency in 
active management? 

Nobel laureate Eugene Fama and Ken French (2010) talk about the concept of 
equilibrium accounting. If the market is up 10%, the average dollar invested will offer a 10% 
return before investment expenses. Funds indexed to the market will all earn a 10% return pre
expenses. For every investor earning above that 10% return, basic arithmetic indicates some 
other investor must fall short of the 10% mark. If the market consists of only active and passive 
managers, any group of active managers that beat the market must have active manager counter
parts falling short of the market return before expenses. The average return of active managers 
before expenses must equal the overall market return. Therefore, active managers as a group 
will hold the same portfolio as passive funds and will offer returns after expenses that fall short 
of passive manager returns since their expenses are higher. 

How Have Active Managers Performed in the Mutual Fund Industry? 

I begin with a brief summary of studies measuring the investment performance of active 
investment managers in the mutual fund industry. Malkiel (1995) finds that actively managed 
funds offered average returns net of expenses that were 1.83% below the return on the S&P500 
for the time period 1982-1991 (see appendix Table I). When expenses are ignored, the average 
was about 0.82% below the S&P500 return. In finance jargon, "alpha" is the amount by which 
an investment's return exceeds the return of its benchmark. Malkiel estimates an alpha of -0.82% 
before expenses and -1 .83% after expenses meaning the average actively managed fund fell short 
of its benchmark. 

This evidence is consistent with the average fund manager failing to match market 
returns, but there is always the possibility that good fund managers can beat the market. 
However, iffund managers were simply guessing at their stock picks, we would expect to see 
some managers guess successfully and some unsuccessfully. Malkiel talks about the analogy 
between about a coin toss and guessing about stocks. Some win and some lose even when the 
coin is tossed multiple times and over any period of time, some investment managers win and 
some lose. 



One way Malkiel tries to separate skill and luck (in many areas of life, this is a difficult 
undertaking) is by identifying the top 20 funds of the 1970's and observing their performance 
through the 1980's (see appendix). Here is how those funds performed in the 1980's: 

Average annual return of top 20 funds for the 1980' s: 
S&P500 average annual return for the 1980's: 

#of funds beating the S&P500 for the 1980's: 

10.87% 
13.87% 

8 or40% 

Since the Malkiel paper is somewhat dated, I have included tables from a Penn State 
Honors thesis written by Lam Nguyen (2013) (see appendix). Under my supervision, Lam 
Nguyen first replicated the Malkiel results using data through 2009. Then he applied more 
modem and sophisticated statistical techniques, but his results supported Malkiel' s original 
conclusions. His average alpha before expenses is very near zero and average alpha after 
expenses is -1.23%. 

Nobel laureate Eugene Fama and Ken French (2010) take a different approach. They ask what 
the distribution of alphas might look like if fund managers were merely guessing at their stock 
picks. The average alpha would be zero before expenses and some managers would show a 
positive alpha and some a negative alpha. Then they look at the actual alphas earned by all funds 
over the 1984-2006 time period. The average manager earned an alpha of 0% (matching the 
benchmark) before expenses and fell short of the benchmark by the average expense ratio after 
expenses. Fama-French also observed that maybe 3% of funds exceeded the large positive 
alphas expected by chance alone when returns before expenses are examined and they interpret 
this observation as evidence of investment skill by a very small percentage of managers. The 
percentage is so small that they indicate trying to find and identify skilled managers is likely not 
to be cost-effective after investment expenses are considered. Below is a quotation from their 
paper: 

For fund investors the simulation results are disheartening. When a is estimated on net 
returns to investors, the cross-section of precision-adjusted a estimates, t(a), suggests that 
few active funds produce benchmark-adjusted expected returns that cover their 
costs. Thus, if many managers have sufficient skill to cover costs, they are hidden by the 
mass of managers with insufficient skill. On a practical level, our results on long-term 
performance say that true a in net returns to investors is negative for most if not all 
active funds, including funds with strongly positive a estimates for their entire histories. 

Del Guercio and Reuter (2014) restrict their study of actively managed funds to just those funds 
marketed directly to investors. These funds have lower fees and probably more sophisticated 
investors. They conjecture that the more sophisticated investors will identify skilled managers 
and give them greater sums to invest. Less talented managers will have smaller sums reducing 
the number of stocks they need to identify for successful investing. They find this subset of 



active managers is able to earn returns net of expenses that match the performance of index funds 
net of their smaller expenses. 

Most of the evidence favors the idea that investment expenses are a deadweight loss to 
customers. A few studies (see Del Guercio and Reuter (2014)) suggest a subset of actively 
managed funds can match index funds. I was not able to identify studies showing evidence that 
actively managed funds can outperform index funds after accounting for expenses. 

Hedge Fund Performance 

Hedge funds have been in existence since the 1950's. Their numbers began growing at 
an annual rate of about 25% beginning in the late 1980's. If they were ever able to deliver 
superior returns, one would predict that the large increase in the number of hedge funds would 
make it increasingly difficult to earn superior returns going forward. 

Using a large sample of hedge fund data, Carl Ackermann, Richard McEnally, and David 
Ravenscraft ( 1 999) find that the average hedge fund outperforms mutual funds, but not the 
appropriate market indexes but the hedge funds have substantially greater volatility. 

Fung, et al (2008) find the average hedge fund alpha to be negative, but they interpret 
their results as indicating some funds consistently produce positive alphas. This result differs 
from the mutual fund results in that they believe hedge fund performance is more than luck. 
However, they conjecture that skilled investment managers will attract additional investment and 
deploying the additional capital in positive-alpha investments will become increasingly difficult 
and they suggest that their data is consistent with this conjecture in the following quotation from 
their paper: 

Our results are also consistent with the assumptions of the Berk and Green 
(2004.} rational model of active portfolio management, namely, that there exist significant 
differences in the ability of funds to generate alpha, that these funds face diminishing 
returns to scale in deploying their ability, and that investors rationally direct capital 
toward alpha-generating funds. In Berk and Green's equilibrium there is zero alpha 
available to investors. Our findings suggest that the hedge fund industry may be headed 
in this direction. 

Jagannathan, et al (2010) also believe their results are consistent with persistence of 
superior performance by some managers, but they too discount their conclusions as did Fung, et 
al (2008) with the final sentence of their paper quoted here: 

Finally, our conclusions are predicated on the validity of the data reported by hedge funds 
to the HFR database. History suggests that investors should be concerned about the 
possibility of fraud due to the largely unregulated nature of the hedge fund industry. 
However, questions related to how to protect oneself against such risk are beyond the 
scope of this study. 



Hedge fund research is hampered by the lack of availability of reliable data that exists for 
the mutual fund industry. Ultimately, the data used may prove to be accurate or at least 
unbiased. Based on that research, hedge funds do not, on average, outperform market indices. 
However, two papers conclude that there is persistence of superior performance by some hedge 
fund managers. One of those research teams conjectures that superior performance will 
disappear going forward as more money flows to those funds and they believe the early stages of 
this process already show up in their data. The other research team expresses concern over the 
reliability of the data they use and warns about "the possibility of fraud due to the largely 
unregulated nature of the hedge fund industry". 

Summary: 

Successfully investing with active investment managers requires, first of all, the existence 
of skilled investment managers. The evidence is thin that such managers exist. As noted by 
Nobel Laureate Eugene Fama and Ken French (2010), if they exist, they will be very difficult to 
identify. And even if they exist and one can successfully identify skilled managers, research 
indicates it is very unlikely the returns net of fees will be higher than the appropriate 
benchmarks. In addition, when a large number of active managers are used, it is very difficult to 
coordinate their activities in such a way that, collectively, they do not end up holding the entire 
market which is the same outcome as passive investing but with higher fees. 

Harvard economist and ex-chair of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, Greg 
Mankiw, describes hedge fund performance on his blog dated May 5, 2015, "For investors, 2014 
was the sixth consecutive year that hedge funds have fallen short of stock market 
performance ... ". These six years are not included in the hedge fund performance studies cited 
here which presmnably would diminish the performance results measured by these studies. 
Professor Mankiw titles this blog post, "Why I invest in index funds''. 
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Appendix 

Table I 

. Some Estimates of Survivorship Bias 
This table compares t.he average annual returns from 1982 through 1991 of all mutual funds in 
existence each yenr with the returns for all funds that survived for 10 years. 

All 
Mutual Funds 
in Existence 
Each Year 

{%) 

Capital appreciat.ion 16.32 
funds 

Growth funds 15.81 
Small company growth M 4.f°t 

funds 
Growth and inc9me func.li? 15.97 
1'4uity income fonds 15.60 
All ~eUt:!l'lil ~uily U'i.69 

mut.ual fonds 

Funds 
in Ex.istence 

in 1982 
thti Survived 

Throut.{h 1994 
(%-) 

S&P 
500 Indc:x 

(%) 
-·-~----·--

18.08 17.52 

17.89 17.62 
14.03 17.52 

16.41 17.52 
i6.90 17.52 
17.09 J.7.52 

·-·-... - U--·-•oUU 

All 
Mutual Funds 
in Exi11t.ence 
EAeh YeAr 
Gross of 

Expeni>es 

17.49 

16.81 
14.53 

16.89 
16.53 
HOO 



Table VII 

Subsequent 1980 to 1990 Performance of Top Twenty Mutual Funds 
From the 1970 to 1980 Period 

This table shows the rnturns earned during the 1980s on the 20 mutual funds with the best 
rcturm; during llu.1 197011. 

l. 'rweulieth Centu1y Orowt.h 
2. Templeton Growth 
~- Qmlsnr· Asso.ciatP.s 

4. 44 Wall Street. 
5. Pioneer II • 
6. Twentieth Century Select 
7. 8ec!Ui'ity UltrA 
8. Mutual Shares Corp, 
9. Charter Fund 

10. Magellan Fund 
11. Over·t.he-counter 
12. Atm!r. Cap. Growth 
rn. Amer. Cap. Venture 
14. Putnam Voyager 
15. JanuE Fund 
16. Weingarten Equity 
17. Hartwell Leverage Fund 
18. Pace Fund 
19. Acorn Fund 
20. Stein Roe Special Pund 

.Rank 

1 
2 
!l 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

lO 
11 
12 
rn 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1970-1980 

Avert\ge Annual 
Return(%.) 

27.12 
:,!2.34 
20.fi6 
20.13 
20.12 
19.95 
19.74 
19.52 
19.50 
18.87 
18.13 
18.11 
run 
17.41 
17.29 
17.28 
16.92 
16.82 
16.50 
15.75 

Average of 20 funds 19.01 

Ovt:rall fu.nd avcrag~ 9.74 

S&P500 8.45 

No. offunds with 10-year record 211 

Rank 

HH 
101 
161 
260 
112 
17 

249 
29 
97 

1 
210 
243 
l:J6 
65 
18 
30 

222 
50 

147 
48 

.... - j-· - ._ ... -· -- - - ~" -· ------

1980-1990 

Averagi:t Annual 
Return(%) 

11.24 
12.68 
10.99 

-16.83 
12A9 
15.78 
2.22 

15.23 
12.78 
21.27 

9.24 
4.90 

lL'/5 
13.88 
15.71 
15.21 
8.44 

14.53 
11.36 
14.54 

10.87 

11.56 

13 87 

260 
---- --- ·--



Table Nguyen I 

Positive Negative Average 

and and Annually 

Significant Significant Alpha 

Net Return 

CAPM 219 505 -0.63% 

(6.30%) (14.53%) 

3-Factors 143 731 -1.17% 

(4.12%) (21.04%) 

4-Factors 135 728 -1.23% 

(3.88%) (20.95%) 

Gross 

Return 

CAPM 455 212 0.68% 

(13.09%) (6.10%) 

3-Factors 404 319 0.13% 

(11.63%) (9.18%) 

4-Factors 409 301 0.07% 

(11.77%) (8.66%) 



Table Nguyen II 

1990-1999 2000-2009 

Annually Annually 

Excess Excess 

Fund Name Rank Returns Rank Returns 

RS Investment Trust: RS Emerging Growth Fund 1 9.52% 1116 -4.25% 

Spectra Fund, Inc. 2 9.25% 931 -0.94% 

Van Kampen Emerging Growth Fund, Inc. 3 8.78% #N/A -5.79% 

Janus Investment Fund: Janus Twenty Fund 4 7.71% 976 -1.46% 

MFS Series Trust II: MFS Emerging Growth Fund 5 6.31% 1101 -3.69% 

United New Concepts Fund, Inc. 6 5.89% 707 1.14% 

The Managers Funds: Managers Capital Appreciation Fund 7 5.83% 1144 -6.57% 

American Century Mutual Funds, Inc.: Ultra Fund 8 5.73% 1041 -2.85% 

Putnam OTC & Emerging Growth Fund 9 5.69% #N/A -12.72% 

Fidelity Advisor Series I: Fidelity Advisor Equity Growth Fund 10 5.33% 1049 -2.76% 

INVESCO Stock Funds Inc.: INVESCO Dynamics Fund 11 5.30% 1038 -1.97% 

Harbor Fund: Harbor Capital Appreciation Fund 12 5.20% 971 -1.54% 

Fidelity Mt. Vernon Street Trust: Fidelity Growth Company Fund 13 5.06% 835 0.22% 

The PBHG Funds, Inc.: PBHG Growth Fund 14 4.86% #N/A -4.42% 

Wells Fargo Funds Trust: Large Company Growth Fund 15 4.82% 1028 -2.28% 

Janus Investment Fund: Janus Venture Fund 16 4.79% 1040 -2.10% 

Nicholas-Applegate Institutional Funds: Mid Cap Growth Fund 17 4.60% #N/A -11.00% 

Pilgrim Mutual Funds Trust: Mid Cap Growth Fund 18 4.58% #N/A -11.00% 

AIM Equity Funds, Inc.: AIM Aggressive Growth Fund 19 4.46% #N/A -0.36% 

IDEX Series Fund: IDEX JCC Growth Portfolio 20 4.41% #N/A -7.70% 

Average Excess Returns of 20 Funds 5.91% -4.10% 

S&P 500 Average Return 18.36% -0.69% 
No. of funds with 10-year record 714 1162 


